
Created on Wednesday 18 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Elixir
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-ELIXIR-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 18 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Dark Peacock
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DPEACOCK-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 20 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Jack-O'-Lantern
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-JACKLANT-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 20 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Grey Sand
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-GREYSAND-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 20 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Light Nougat
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LTNOUGAT-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is
created from high quality Zweigart Fabric to
create a unique stitching background. With
theses wonderful fabrics you are sure to
stitch a unique masterpiece! Each precut
piece of fabric are unique, so unique will be
your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70
cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 23 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Light Turquoise
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LTTURQ-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 23 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Reindeer
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-REINDEER-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 23 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Rocky Mountain
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-RCKMOUNT-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 23 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Grey Sand
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-GREYSAND-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 24 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - 1001 Nights
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-1001N-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 24 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Old Sheep
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDSHEEP-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 24 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Sampler Khaky
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SAKHAKY-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 24 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Sand in the Wind
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SANDWIN-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 25 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Beige Grey
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-BEIGREY-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 25 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - My Little Dove
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MLDOVE-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 25 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Squirrel
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SQUIRREL-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 25 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Beige Grey
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-BEIGREY-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 26 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Light Nougat
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LNOUGAT-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 26 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Light Hazelnut
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LHAZEL-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 14 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Marbled Pointer
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MARPOINT-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 18 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Willow Green
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-WILGREEN-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 18 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Ancient Gold
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-AGOLD-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 30 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Shell Pink
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SHELLPINK-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 30 August, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Dawn
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DAWN-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 03 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Misty Smoke
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MSMOKE-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 03 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Mermaid's Bay
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MERBAY-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 03 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Morning Coffee
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MORCOFFEE-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 03 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Charming Autumn
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-CHAUTUMN-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 06 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Old Raspberry
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDRASP-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Old Linen
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDLINEN-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Oil Green
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OILGREEN-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Willow Green
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-WILGREEN-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 32 of 72



Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Dark Peacock
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DARKPEACO-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Light Driftwood
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LIGHTDRIFT-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is
created from high quality Zweigart Fabric to
create a unique stitching background. With
theses wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a
unique masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric
are unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Sampler Blue
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SAMPBLUE-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Opalescent Linen 32 count - Blooming Rose
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-BLOOROSE-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 35.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Opalescent Linen 32 count - Stormy Sky
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-STORMSKY-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is
created from high quality Zweigart Fabric
to create a unique stitching background.
With theses wonderful fabrics you are sure
to stitch a unique masterpiece! Each
precut piece of fabric are unique, so unique
will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70
cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 35.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Deep Red
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DRED-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Deep Red
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DEEPRED-MUR

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 29.33 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Midnight Ride
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MIDNRIDE-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Spilled Coffee
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SPILCOFFEE-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 18 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Opalescent Linen 32 count - Fallen Leaves
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-FALLEAVES-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 35.28 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 22 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Sea Storm
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SEASTORM-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 22 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Little Bunny
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LBUNNY-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 22 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Sampler Khaki
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SKHAKI-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 24 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Aida 14 count - Deep Red
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DEEPRED-A14

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 55 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.58 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 24 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Opalescent Aida 18 count - My Little Dove
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LDOVE-A18

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 55 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.58 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 24 November, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Dirty Water
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DWATER-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 05 January, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Driftwood
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DRIFTWOOD-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 December, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Morning Coffee
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MCOFFEE-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 30 December, 2021

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Dragonfly
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DFLY-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 20 January, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Sampler Old Green
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDGREEN-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 February, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Peacock Green
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-PEACGREEN-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 04 February, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Marbled Hazelnut
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MERHAZEL-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 09 February, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Orange Kiss
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-ORAKISS-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 09 February, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Dark Blue Violet
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DARKBLVI-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 08 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Simply Pink
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-SIMPLYPINK-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 08 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Old Mushroom
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDMUSH-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 08 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Candy
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-CANDY-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 08 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Rocky Mountain
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-ROCKMOUNT-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 08 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Edinburgh Linen 36 count - Marbled Bunny
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-MBUNNY-36

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 28 April, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Cashel Linen 28 count - Light Khaki
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-LIGHTKHAKI-28

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 June, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Dark Soil
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DARKSOIL-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign are created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each pre-cut piece of fabric is
unique, so unique will be your project. 
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary and
expressly selected by Bella Filipina for their pattern
"Esmeralda", designed for our Embroidery Festival
2022.

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 23 June, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Dirty Brown
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DIRTYBROWN-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 August, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Dark Mocha Beige
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DARKMOCHAB-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 July, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Belfast Linen 32 count - Brown Paper
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-BROWNPAPER-32

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 05 July, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Brown Paper
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-BROWNPAPER-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 09 August, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Murano Lugana 32 count - Peacock Lilac Light
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-PEACOCKLL-MURYD

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 96 cm. x 135 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary 
Crystal Skies

Price: € 106.62 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 10 August, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Old Linen
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-OLDLINEN-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.58 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 22 August, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Dark Golden Brown
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DARKGBROWN-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 33.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 04 September, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Newcastle Linen 40 count - Grandma's Slip
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-GRANDMAS-40

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 70 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 05 September, 2022

Fabrics - Hand Dyed Fabric - xJuDesign

Opalescent Aida 20 count - Dark Cornflower
da: xJuDesign

Modello: STOCEN-DCORN-A20

The hand dyed fabrics from xJuDesign is created
from high quality Zweigart Fabric to create a
unique stitching background. With theses
wonderful fabrics you are sure to stitch a unique
masterpiece! Each precut piece of fabric are
unique, so unique will be your project.
The price is for a cut of about 50 cm. x 55 cm. 
Made in Germany, Hand-dyed in Hungary

Price: € 39.50 (incl. VAT)
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